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Abstract
IXA pipeline is a modular set of Natural Language Processing tools (or pipes) which provide easy access to NLP technology. It offers
robust and efficient linguistic annotation to both researchers and non-NLP experts with the aim of lowering the barriers of using NLP
technology either for research purposes or for small industrial developers and SMEs. IXA pipeline can be used “as is” or exploit its
modularity to pick and change different components. Given its open-source nature, it can also be modified and extended for it to work
with other languages. This paper describes the general data-centric architecture of IXA pipeline and presents competitive results in
several NLP annotations for English and Spanish.

1. Introduction
Many Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications
demand some basic linguistic processing (Tokenization,
Part of Speech (POS) tagging, Named Entity Recogni-
tion and Classification (NER), constituent parsing, Coref-
erence Resolution, etc.) to be able to further undertake
more complex tasks. Generally, NLP annotation is re-
quired to be as accurate and efficient as possible and ex-
isting tools, quite righly, have mostly focused on perfor-
mance. However, this generally means that NLP suites and
tools usually require researchers to do complex compila-
tion/installation/configuration in order to use such tools.
At the same time, in the industry, there are currently many
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) offering services
that one way or another depend on NLP annotations.
In both cases, in research and industry, acquiring, deploy-
ing or developing such base qualifying technologies is an
expensive undertaking that redirects their original central
focus: In research, much time is spent in the preliminar-
ies of a particular research experiment trying to obtain the
required basic linguistic annotation, whereas in an indus-
trial environment SMEs see their already limited resources
taken away from offering products and services that the
market demands.
IXA pipeline provides ready to use modules to perform effi-
cient and accurate linguistic annotation. More specifically,
the objectives of IXA pipeline is to offer basic NLP tech-
nology that is:

1. Simple and ready to use: Every module of the IXA
pipeline can be up an running after two simple steps.

2. Portable: The binaries are generated with “all batter-
ies included” which means that it is not required to do
any system configuration or install any third-party de-
pendencies. The modules will run on any platform as
long as a JVM 1.7+ and/or Python 2.7 are available.

3. Modular: Unlike other NLP toolkits, which often are
built in a monolithic architecture, IXA pipeline is built
in a data centric architecture so that modules can be
picked and changed (even from other NLP toolkits).
The modules behave like Unix pipes, they all take

standard input, do some annotation, and produce stan-
dard output which in turn is the input for the next
module. The data-centric arquitecture of IXA pipeline
makes every module independent and can therefore be
used with other tools from other toolkits if required.

4. Efficient: Piping the tokenizer (250K per second),
POS tagger and lemmatizer all in one process an-
notates over 5500 words/second. The Named Entity
Recognition and Classification (NERC) module anno-
tates over 5K words/second. In a multi-core machine,
these times are dramatically reduced due to multi-
threading (even 4 times faster).

5. Multilingual: Currently we offer NLP annotations for
both English and Spanish, but other languages are cur-
rently being included in the pipeline.

6. Accurate: Previous points do not mean that IXA
pipeline does not strive to offer accurate linguistic an-
notators. For example, POS tagging and NERC for
English and Spanish are comparable with other state
of the art systems, as it is the coreference resolution
module for English.

7. Apache License 2.0: IXA Pipeline is licensed under
the Apache License 2.0, an open-source license that
facilitates source code use, distribution and integra-
tion, also for commercial purposes.1

In the next section we describe the IXA pipeline architec-
ture and in section 3. the modules that are already publicly
available. Whenever available, we also present empirical
evaluation. In section 4. we compare with some previous
work and finally, in section 5. we conclude and present fu-
ture ongoing work.

2. Architecture
IXA pipeline is primarily conceived as a set of ready to use
tools that can provide efficient and accurate linguistic an-
notation without any installation/configuration/compilation
effort. As in Unix-like operative systems, IXA pipeline

1http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html



consists of a set of processes chained by their standard
streams, in a way that the output of each process feeds di-
rectly as input to the next one. The Unix pipeline metaphor
has been applied for NLP tools by adopting a very simple
and well known data centric architecture, in which every
module/pipe is interchangeable by any other tool as long as
it reads and writes the required data format via the standard
streams. Figure 1 shows the modules currently included
in the IXA pipeline and the data-centric architecture with
modules that interact by piping their standard streams.
The data format in which both the input and output of the
modules needs to be formatted to represent and pipe lin-
guistic annotations is KAF (Bosma et al., 2009). KAF
is a language neutral annotation format representing both
morpho-syntactic and semantic annotation in a structured
format. KAF was originally designed in the Kyoto Euro-
pean project2, but it has since been in continuous develop-
ment3 and evolved into NAF4. Our Java modules all use the
kaflib5 library for easy integration.
Every module in the IXA pipeline, except the corefer-
ence resolution, is implemented in Java, and requires Java
JDK1.7+ to compile. The tools will work with Java 1.6, but
without Unicode support for regular expressions, which is
required for tokenization. The integration of the modules in
the IXA pipeline is facilitated by means of Maven6. Maven
is used to automatically perform any classpaths configura-
tions and to instally any third-party tool dependencies. This
means that the generated binaries and distributed will work
off-the-self. Moreover, if the source code is cloned from the
remote repository, one command to compile and have ready
the tools will suffice.
Some modules in the IXA pipeline provide linguistic anno-
tation based on probabilistic supervised approaches such as
POS tagging, NERC and constituent parsing. IXA pipeline
uses two well known machine learning algorithms, namely,
Maximum Entropy and the Perceptron. Both Perceptron
(Collins, 2002; Collins, 2003; Ratinov and Roth, 2009)
and Maximum Entropy models (Ratnaparkhi and others,
1996; Charniak, 2000; Clark and Curran, 2003; Toutanova
et al., 2003; Nothman et al., 2012) are adaptable algorithms
which have largely been applied to NLP tasks such as POS
tagging, NERC and Parsing with state of the art results. To
avoid duplication of efforts, IXA pipeline uses the open-
source Apache OpenNLP API7 to train probabilistic mod-
els using these two approaches:

• A perceptron algorithm, where each outcome is repre-
sented as a binary perceptron classifier. Its implemen-
tation is based on Collins (2002).

• Maximum Entropy models based on Ratnaparkhi’s ap-
proach (1996; 1998) optimized using Generalised It-
erative Scaling.

2http://kyoto-project.eu
3http://www.opener-project.org/kaf/
4http://www.newsreader-project.eu/results/formats
5https://github.com/ixa-ehu/kaflib
6http://maven.apache.org/
7http://opennlp.apache.org

3. Pipes
IXA pipeline currently provides the following linguistic
annotations: Sentence segmentation, tokenization, Part
of Speech (POS) tagging, lemmatization, Named Entity
Recognition and Classification (NERC), constituent pars-
ing and coreference resolution. Every module works for
English and Spanish and is implemented in Java/Maven as
described above. The only exception is the coreference res-
olution module, which currently is available in Python 2.7
and for English only (Spanish version coming soon). The
coreference module is also developed as an easy and ready
to use tool, requiring only two steps to get it working. We
will now describe which annotations are provided by each
module of the pipeline.

3.1. ixa-pipe-tok
This module provides Sentence Segmentation and Tok-
enization for English and Spanish and other languages such
as French, Italian, etc. It is the only module in the pipeline
that takes plain text as input. It produces tokenized and seg-
mented text in KAF, running text and CoNLL formats. It
implements a rule-based segmenter and tokenizer originally
inspired by the Stanford English Penn Treebank tokenizer8

but with several modifications and improvements. These
include tokenization for other languages such as French
and Italian, normalization according the Spanish Ancora
Corpus (Taulé et al., 2008), paragraph treatment, and more
comprehensive gazeteers of non breaking prefixes. The to-
kenizer depends on a JFlex9 specification file which com-
piles in seconds and performs at a very reasonable speed
(around 250K word/second, and much quicker with Java
multithreading).

3.2. ixa-pipe-pos
ixa-pipe-pos provides POS tagging and lemmatization for
English and Spanish. We have obtained the best results so
far with the following two models and the same featureset
as in Collins’s (2002) paper:

• Perceptron models for English have been trained and
evaluated on the WSJ treebank using the usual parti-
tions (e.g., as explained in Toutanova et al. (2003)).
We currently obtain a performance of 96.88% vs
97.24% in word accuracy obtained by Toutanova et al.,
(2003).

• Maximum Entropy models have been trained and eval-
uated for Spanish using the Ancora corpus; it was ran-
domly divided in 90% for training and 10% for test-
ing. This corresponds to 440K words used for training
and 70K words for testing. We obtain a performance
of 98.88% (the corpus partitions are available for re-
producibility). Giménez and Marquez (2004) report
98.86%, although they train and test on a different sub-
set of the Ancora corpus.

Lemmatization is currently performed via 3 different dic-
tionary lookup methods:

8http://www-nlp.stanford.edu/software/tokenizer.shtml
9http://jflex.de/



Figure 1: IXA pipeline data centric architecture.

1. Simple Lemmatizer: It is based on HashMap lookups
on a plain text dictionary. Currently we use dictionar-
ies from the LanguageTool project10 under their distri-
bution licenses. The English dictionary contains 300K
lemmas whereas the Spanish provides over 600K.

2. Morfologik-stemming11: The Morfologik library pro-
vides routines to produce binary dictionaries, from
dictionaries such as the one used by the Simple Lem-
matizer above, as finite state automata. This method is
convenient whenever lookups on very large dictionar-
ies are required because it reduces the memory foot-
print to 10% of the memory required for the equivalent
plain text dictionary.

3. We also provide lemmatization by lookup in WordNet-
3.0 (Fellbaum and Miller, 1998) via the JWNL API12.
Note that this method is only available for English.

ixa-pipe-pos also allows to output the annotation in CoNLL
style tabulated format whenever POS tagging and lemmati-
zation are the last processes in the toolchain. Furthermore,
we are currently working on improving both POS tagging
and lemmatization results.

3.3. ixa-pipe-nerc
Most of the Named Entity Recognition and Classification
(NERC) systems nowdays consist of language independent
systems (sometimes enriched with gazeteers) based on au-
tomatic learning of statistical models (Nadeau and Sekine,
2007).
ixa-pipe-nerc provides NERC for English and Spanish. The
named entity types are based on the CONLL 200213 and
200314 tasks which were focused on language-independent
supervised named entity recognition for four types of
named entities: persons, locations, organizations and
names of miscellaneous entities that do not belong to the
previous three groups. The participants of the shared tasks
were offered training and test data for Dutch, Spanish

10http://languagetool.org/
11https://github.com/morfologik/morfologik-stemming
12http://jwordnet.sourceforge.net/
13http://www.clips.ua.ac.be/conll2002/ner/
14http://www.clips.ua.ac.be/conll2003/ner/

(2002), English and German (2003) and the objective was
to build NERC systems based on machine learning tech-
niques. We currently provide two very fast language inde-
pendent models using a rather simple baseline feature set.
It is based on the features presented by Zhang and Johnson
(2003) with several differences: We do not use POS tags,
chunking or gazetteers in our baseline models but we do
use bigrams as a feature.

• For English, perceptron models have been trained us-
ing the CoNLL 2003 dataset. We currenly obtain
84.70 F1 using also the development set for training
(83.77 F1 without it). This is coherent with other re-
sults reported with these feature sets (Clark and Cur-
ran, 2003; Zhang and Johnson, 2003; Ratinov and
Roth, 2009). The best Stanford NERC model reported
on this dataset achieves 86.86 F1 (Finkel et al., 2005),
whereas the best system on this dataset achieves 90.80
F1 (Ratinov and Roth, 2009), using non local features
and substantial external knowledge.

• For Spanish we currently obtain best results train-
ing Maximum Entropy models on the CoNLL 2002
dataset. Our best model obtains 80.16 F1 vs 81.39
F1 of Carreras et al. (2002), the best result so far on
this dataset. Their result uses external knowledge and
without it, they system obtains 79.28 F1.

We are currently improving ixa-pipe-nerc in three direc-
tions:

1. Training models for different Named Entity types,
e.g., using MUC-7 and Ontonotes 4.0 datasets
(Weischedel et al., 2010) for English and Ancora cor-
pus for Spanish (Taulé et al., 2008).

2. Adding new features to the baseline models here pre-
sented partially following previously published results
(Finkel et al., 2005; Ratinov and Roth, 2009).

3. Representing named entities in the BILOU representa-
tion format as previous work shows that replacing BIO
with the BILOU format improves performance (Rati-
nov and Roth, 2009).



As already mention for previous modules, ixa-pipe-nerc
also allows to format its output in CoNLL style tabulated
BIO format as specified in the CoNLL 2003 shared eval-
uation task. Note however that to pipe the output of ixa-
pipe-nerc into another annotator it is still required to choose
KAF/NAF as output format.

3.4. ixa-pipe-parse
ixa-pipe-parse provides statistical constituent parsing for
English and Spanish. Maximum Entropy models are
trained to build shift reduce bottom up parsers (Ratna-
parkhi, 1999) as provided by the Apache OpenNLP Ma-
chine Learning API. Parsing models for English have been
trained using the Penn treebank and for Spanish using the
Ancora corpus (Taulé et al., 2008).
Furthermore, ixa-pipe-parse provides two methods of
headword finders: one based on Collins’ head rules as de-
fined in his PhD thesis (1999), and another one based on
Stanford’s parser Semantic Head Rules15. The latter are a
modification of Collins’ head rules according to lexical and
semantic criteria. These head rules are particularly use-
ful for the Coreference resolution module. In addition to
KAF/NAF output, ixa-pipe-parse also allows to output the
parse trees into Penn Treebank bracketing style.
As far as we know, and although previous approaches ex-
ist (Cowan and Collins, 2005), ixa-pipe-parse provides the
first publicly available statistical parser for Spanish.

3.5. Coreference Resolution
The module of coreference resolution included in the IXA
pipeline is loosely based on the Stanford Multi Sieve Pass
system (Lee et al., 2013). The module takes every linguistic
information it requires from the KAF layers annotated by
all the previously described modules.
The system consists of a number of rule-based sieves. Each
sieve pass is applied in a deterministic manner, reusing the
information generated by the previous sieve and the men-
tion processing. The order in which the sieves are applied
favours a highest precision approach and aims at improv-
ing the recall with the subsequent application of each of the
sieve passes.
This is illustrated by the evaluation results of the CoNLL
2011 Coreference Evaluation task (Lee et al., 2011; Lee
et al., 2013), in which the Stanford’s system obtained the
best results. The results show a pattern which has also been
shown in other results reported with other evaluation sets
(Raghunathan et al., 2010), namely, the fact that a large part
of the performance of the multi pass sieve system is based
on a set of significant sieves. Thus, this module focuses for
the time being, on a subset of sieves only, namely, Speaker
Match, Exact Match, Precise Constructs, Strict Head Match
and Pronoun Match (Lee et al., 2013).
So far we have evaluated our module on the dev-auto part
of the Ontonotes 4.0 corpus. Table 1 shows that we score
around 3 CoNLL F1 points worse than Stanford’s system
(Lee et al., 2013). It is interesting that in our current imple-
mentation, mention-based metrics are favoured (CEAF and
B3). Still, note that these results are comparable with the
results obtained by the best CoNLL 2011 participants.

15http://www-nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml

The data-centric architecture of IXA pipeline means that
our coreference resolution module, unlike most of the other
coreference systems available, is highly independent and
can therefore be used with other tools from other toolkits if
required. Currently the module performs coreference res-
olution only for English, although a Spanish version will
soon be available.

4. Related Work
Other NLP toolkits exist providing similar or more exten-
sive functionalities than the IXA pipeline tools, although
not many of them provide multilingual support: GATE
(Cunningham et al., 2002) is an extensive framework sup-
porting annotation of text. GATE has some capacity for
wrapping Apache UIMA components16, so should be able
to manage distributed NLP components. However, GATE
is a very large and complex system, with a corresponding
steep learning curve.
Freeling (Padró and Stanilovsky, 2012) provides multilin-
gual processing for a number of languages, including Span-
ish and English. As opposed to IXA pipeline, Freeling is a
monolithic toolkit written in C++ which needs to be com-
piled natively. The Stanford CoreNLP17 is a monolithic
suite, which makes it difficult to integrate other tools in its
chain.
The modules of IXA pipeline as shown by Figure 1 can
easily be used piping the input with the output of another
module via KAF. This makes it possible to easily replace
or extend the toolchain with a third-party tool. The only re-
quirement is for a tool to write and read KAF/NAF format.
We have produced KAF/NAF wrappers for other modules,
such as some of the Stanford CoreNLP tools. For exam-
ple, we can easily change the parsing in our pipeline by
replacing ixa-pipe-parse with a module wrapping the Stan-
ford parser (Klein and Manning, 2003) to read and write
KAF via standard output.
The IXA pipeline provides the, as fas as we know, only pub-
licly available probabilistic parser for Spanish. Moreover,
the IXA pipeline offers easy, ready to use and to replace
NLP tools that do not require any effort for researchers or
SMEs to get them up and running. Additionally, every tool
provides evaluation functionalities following the usual con-
ventions and metrics for each task. Finally it also offers
the possibility of easily training new models with your own
data for POS tagging, NERC and constituent parsing. The
robustness of the IXA pipeline tools is already being tested
doing extensive parallel processing in the FP7 European
projects OpeNER18 and NewsReader19.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
IXA pipeline provides a simple, efficient, accurate and
ready to use set of NLP tools. Its modularity and data
centric architecture makes it flexible to pick and change or
integrate new linguistic annotators. To add new modules
the only requirement is to take KAF/NAF as standard in-
put and, if the process is followed by another process in the

16http://uima.apache.org/
17http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.shtml
18http://www.opener-project.org
19http://www.newsreader-project.eu



System MUC B3 CEAFm BLANC CONLL F1
Stanford 60.3 70.9 46.9 76.0 59.3

IXA Coref 55.1 68.5 45.6 71.5 56.4

Table 1: Evaluation of the Multi Sieve Pass on CoNLL 2011, dev-auto part.

chain, then to read KAF/NAF via standard output is also
required.
Currently we offer linguistic annotation for English and
Spanish, but more languages are being integrated. Further-
more, other annotations such as Semantic Role Labelling
and Named Entity Disambiguation are being included in
the pipeline following the same principles.
Additionally, current integrated modules are being im-
proved: both on the quality and variety of the probabilis-
tic models, and on specific issues such as lemmatization,
and treatment of time expressions. Finally, we are adding
server-mode execution into the pipeline to provide even
faster processing. IXA pipeline is publicly available under
Apache 2.0 license: http://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/ixa-pipes.
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